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SOFT 158 Appendix IX (The Programmable Sound Generator)

The programmable sound generator (PSG) is an AY-3-8912 chip. This is briefly described in section 7.1. The PSG has a number of registers which are described. 
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Appendix IX The Programmable Sound Generator. The programmable sound generator (PSG) is an AY-3-8912 chip. This is briefly described in section 7.1. The PSG has a number of registers which are described below. This information is provided for the interest of the user, particularly if hardware enveloping is to be used (in which case section (e) will be of special interest). However, the software enveloping provided by the Sound Manager can achieve all that the sound chip is capable of unless very short attacks or decays are required. If the user is intending to drive the sound chip directly rather than by using the Sound Manager then the information presented is not complete and the user should consult the manufacturer's data sheet. The user is advised to call the routine MC SOUND REGISTER to write data to a sound chip register as this obeys the timing constraints on access to the sound chip. The following diagram indicates the interactions between the various sections of the sound chip:
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The sound chip data registers are as follows: Register 0: Register 1: Register 2: Register 3: Register 4: Register 5: Register 6: Register 7: Register 8: Register 9: Register 10: Register 11: Register 12: Register 13: Register 14: Register 15:



Channel A tone period fine tune. Channel A tone period coarse tune. Channel B tone period fine tune. Channel B tone period coarse tune. Channel C tone period fine tune. Channel C tone period coarse tune. Noise period. Enables and I/O direction. Channel A amplitude and envelope enable. Channel B amplitude and envelope enable. Channel C amplitude and envelope enable. Envelope period fine tune. Envelope period coarse tune. Envelope shape Input from or output to port A. Not used.



a. Tone Generators (Registers 0..5) Each channel has two tone period registers associated with it. These set the period of the sound to be generated (in units of 8 microseconds) by that channel. The fine tune register stores the least significant 8 bits of the period; the coarse tune register stores the most significant 4 bits of the period. To include the tone in the output of a channel the appropriate bit in the enables register must be cleared. b. Noise Generator (Register 6). There is a single pseudo-random noise source. The output from this can be included in the output of any of the three channels (as specified by the enables register). The period of the noise generator is set by bits 0..4 of the noise period register. The period specifies the middle frequency of the noise produced in 8 microsecond units. c. Enables (Register 7). The enables register specifies whether tone or noise is to be included in the output from each channel. It also specifies whether the I/0 port is to act in input or in output mo de. The bits are allocated as follows: Bit 0: Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit 4 Bit 5 Bit 6 Bit 7
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Channel A tone disable. Channel B tone disable. Channel C tone disable. Channel A noise disable. Channel B noise disable. Channel C noise disable. Port A output mode Not used.
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Note that port A is connected to the keyboard and joystick and so the port must always be in input mode. The user must ensure that bit 6 of the enables register is always set to zero. d. Amplitude Controls (Registers 8-10). Each channel has an amplitude control register associated with it. Bit 4 of this register specifies whether hardware enveloping is to be used for the channel. If the bit is set then the channel amplitude (volume) is under the control of the hardware envelope generator. If the bit is clear then the amplitude is set by bits 0..3 of the register - a value of 0 means no sound and a value of 15 means maximum volume. e. Envelope generator (Registers 11-13). The sound chip has a single hardware envelope generator which can be used to control any combination of the three sound channels as specified by the channel's amplitude register (see (d) above). Bits 0 to 3 of register 13 control the shape of the envelope in a rather unobvious manner. The following table gives values required to generate each of the 8 hardware envelopes that are possible. Other values (0..7) duplicate envelopes 9 and 15. 8:



Repeated jump up and ramp down.



9:



Jump up and ramp down once then hold at minimum volume (zero).



10:



Jump up then repeatedly ramp down and up again.



11:



Jump up and ramp down then jump up and hold at maximum volume (fifteen).



12:



Repeatedly ramp up and drop down.
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13:



Ramp up then hold at maximum volume (fifteen)



14:



Repeatedly ramp up and down again.



15:



Ramp up and drop down once then hold at minimum volume (zero).



The length of each of the ramps, upwards or downwards, is set by the envelope period. The envelope period is a full 16 bit value whose less significant byte is stored in register 11 and whose more significant byte is stored in register 12. The period is given in 128 microsecond units and is the time between steps in the ramp. Since the ramp has 16 steps (corresponding to the 16 volume settings) the total time taken for the ramp is the envelope period times 1024 microseconds (i.e. the envelope period approximately sets the total time for the ramp in milliseconds). f. I/O Port (Register 14). The mode of operation of the PSG port is set by a bit in the enables register (see section (c) above). However, since port A is dedicated to reading the keyboard and joysticks it should always be operated in input mode. The port may be read by reading the contents of register 14. However, scanning the keyboard is a complex action and is best left to the Key Manager which provides ample facilities for access to the keys. References to port B in the manufacturer's data sheet should be ignored as the AY-3-8912 is a version of the chip that does not have port B.
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Appendix IX The Programmable Sound Generator 

The programmable sound generator (PSG) is an AY-3-8912 chip. This is briefly described in section 7.1. The PSG has a number of registers which are described.
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Appendix IX The Programmable Sound Generator 

The programmable sound generator (PSG) is an AY-3-8912 chip. This is briefly described in section 7.1. The PSG has a number of registers which are described.
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SOFT 158 Appendix XII (The Hardware) 

The processor is a Z80A running at a clock frequency of 4.00 MHz (Â±0.1%). There is logic that stretches /MREQ and /IORQ using the CPU WAIT facility so that the ...
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SOFT 158 Appendix XII (The Hardware) 

processor acknowledging the interrupt, or explicitly, using a software command. The top bit of the divide by 52 scan counter is also cleared when the processor ...
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SOFT 158 Appendix X (Kernel Block Layouts) 

Note that many system queues are kept in priority order and so the block must be requeued if the priority is changed, it is not sufficient merely to change the ...
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SOFT 158 Appendix X (Kernel Block Layouts) 

The user provides a number of blocks to the Kernel for various purposes. The layouts of these blocks are described below, mainly for the interest of the user.
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SOFT 158 Appendix V (Inks and Colours) 

number so that colour 0 is the darkest and colour 26 is the brightest. The hardware requires these grey scales to be translated into the hardware code for the ...
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SOFT 158 Section 11 (Events) - Unofficial Amstrad WWW Resource 

When an event occurs the associated event block is kicked by calling KL EVENT. ... If the event count is still greater than zero when the event routine returns, it is.
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SOFT 158 Section 9 (Expansion ROMs, Resident System Extensions 

If no expansion ROM is fitted at ROM address 0, the on-board ROM is used, and ... When searching for ROMs the Kernel starts at address 0 and works upwards ...
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SOFT 158 Section 9 (Expansion ROMs, Resident System Extensions 

The system can address up to 252 expansion ROMs, mapped over the top 16K of memory, starting at #C000. The Kernel supports two varieties of expansion ...
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The Bit-Search Generator 

(conception and implementation-wise) linked with some interesting ... quence is taken if the current bit of the first sequence equals 1, otherwise it is discarded.
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SOFT 968 Appendix VII (Text VDU Control Codes) 

Make the current position legal then move up one line. 12. FF. 0. Clear the current window and move the current position to the top left corner (see TXT CLEAR.
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SOFT 968 Appendix VII (Text VDU Control Codes) 

Character values in the range 0-31 sent to the main Text VDU output routine (TXT. OUTPUT) do not produce a character on the screen, but are interpreted as ...
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The Marinov Generator - OverUnity Research 

The late Stephan Marinov experimented with a form of electric motor that he ... slip-ring is driven mechanically and a DC voltage occurs across the brushes. .... induction is not recognized by classical electromagnetic theory, and offers new ...
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APPENDIX 

Special rights. 33%. - Some interest. 47%. 1,7%. B5. In your opinion, do some species like dolphins, whales, sharks, turtles deserve : - No special consideration.
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7 The Sound Manager 

The sound chip used is the General Instruments AY-3-8912. This has three channels and a pseudo-random noise generator that can be connected to any of the ...
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the sound of BabelEyes 

Kadosh voice: It is essencially used to present the music. Microphone ON or OFF following the driver's. Cut all frequencies below 8OHz, light compression, small ...
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7 The Sound Manager 

one stereo channel and sound channels B and C are mixed to form the other stereo ... The pitch of a note to be generated is specified by the period of the note ...
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the sound of BabelEyes 

Lena Flute: Cut all frequencies below 200Hz, compression, reverb. Cello Mimi: small reverb, compression. Kadosh voice: It is essencially used to present the ...
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the sound of sanctuary 

SAT. / SAM. / ZAT. 26.05.2018 â€“ 14h>16h. Workshop for Sound Professionals with Chris Watson. Within Carlos Casas' installation of Sanctuary. Les Brigittines ...
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annexe ix 

a élaboré ce qu'il appelle une Arche pour apporter les restes humains sous forme de cendres, on doit respecter les préférences de la famille en cette matière.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

SEE NEC SECTION 810.21 (11. a - Use No. ... In addition to an SNR 1 and this instruction manual, the carton should contain a okup cables with ... Back cover. SPECIFICATIONS. System. Cutoff. Single-ended source noise reduction; .... NOTE: the design i
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

this capability. It restores the "punch," the even if you're not using the expander, you Almost no noise at all. excitement, of a live performance. can adjust the ...
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Appendix to the Final Report 

Google, Yahoo, Microsoft and other consortia have large projects for digitizing books in major university research libraries. It is not yet clear how such projects ...
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